SUMMARY An analysis of 47 episodes of bacterial arthritis showed that applying a blood culture procedure to the culture of joint fluids gave positive results in 10 cases (21%) that were negative by conventional methods. When follow up samples taken during antibiotic treatment were considered the proportion of false negatives eliminated rose to 40%. The respective advantages of using a large volume of inoculum and a large volume of medium are that very low numbers of viable bacteria in infected fluid can be detected, and that growth inhibitors are diluted.
The details of synovial fluid (SF) culture are scarcely addressed in diagnostic microbiology texts. Neither is the subject developed beyond standard instructions for pus specimens in a recent handbook dealing specifically with diagnostic tests on joint fluid.1 Several years ago we became aware of the occasionally very sparse growth on plates inoculated with SF from bacterial arthritis. In most of these instances growth was confined to the area originally covered by the drop of SF, suggesting a low number of viable bacteria. Occasionally the opposite applied: growth was seen only immediately outside the primary area or along its very edge, suggesting some inhibitory factor in SF but not always related to antibiotic treatment. Postulating that some positive specimens might be missed altogether, we started to inoculate SF in bulk into blood culture bottles, in addition to the plates. We have previously published two unusual isolations accomplished only by this method.2 3 Here we show that this technique is of importance also in the isolation of common pathogens.
Materials and methods
SF culture results for the 10 year period were reviewed. One thousand, four hundred and thirty nine specimens from slightly smaller numbers Accepted for publication 21 We attribute our failure to isolate N gonorrhoeae, the most commom cause of bacterial arthritis in the general population,13 14 to the age group and lifestyle of our patients. Although the blood culture medium we used does not support growth of gonococci on its own, probably because of the inhibitory effect of polyanetholesulphonate,26 the addition of 5 ml of blood, serum, or SF in place of inoculum will reverse that effect (T Raines, Orion Diagnostica, personal communication). For optimal isolation of gonococci from SF the use of a hypertonic sucrose medium has, however, been advanced. 27 It might be argued that the advantage of the BCB method is peculiar to rheumatoid patients, their inflammatory defence mechanisms being as it were premobilised. This view would gain credibility if RA patients possessed increased resistance to bacterial arthritis, or if some unique pathogen were a major aetiological factor. RA patients, however, actually have a somewhat increased susceptibility to bacterial arthritis, and the aetiological agents, apart from N gonorrhoeae, are the usual ones.5 In fact it seems possible that the diagnostic advantage of the BCB method could gain in importance when applied to previously healthy patients capable of a vigorous antibacterial response. 
